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Boros is a 2D puzzle/action endless game inspired by the greatest hits like Zuma and Luxor, designed for both casual and
hardcore players.

Boros has a challenging gameplay and is easy to play. Beautiful backgrounds and exciting music set up a really nice atmosphere
inspired in Mayan culture and others.

The player must move a gigantic snake around his world to protect it from enemy blocks. After a while enemies will gain more
and more speed increasing game difficulty. But don't worry, if you want to, you may choose to play at a slower speed. Or maybe
try nightmare speed (our favorite). Earn coins by completing levels or matching blocks and unlock awesome skins that change

your playstyle.
Including different game modes such as Adventure, Match-3, Local Versus and more!

 Simple mechanic and challenging gameplay

 +20 different skins, play as Skelenbor, Ancient Boros, Boros Prime, My Little Boros and many more!

 Each skin has unique bonuses that can change gameplay (i.e: Faster blocks, slower blocks, more coins or even rainbows)

 Different game modes such as Adventure, Match-3, Local Versus and more!

 Endless gameplay
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Title: BOROS
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Kraken Bit
Publisher:
Kraken Bit
Release Date: 6 Apr, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP and above

Processor: 1.5 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: HD Graphics 500

Storage: 700 MB available space

English
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if no mans sky was honest and fairly priced this would be it.. simple review in the simplest way

Pros:
great graphics
good mechanics
simple yet engaging battle system
good, and fun campaign
great new skills buildings and units

cons:
buggy as hell
multiplayer outside of hot seat is impossible due to de-syncs that corrupt your saves
constant disconnecting & lag from the servers
random map generater has far too little options
spells and special abilities do not always do the damage it says it is capable of doing
teams are quite un-balanced

in short its a brilliant game really fun and is amazing to play with a friend but the problems are that at some point it is going to
ruin and literally waste hours of your life/time by constant de-synching and corruption of online saves
it really sucks the enthusiasm right out of you

do not reccomend and is highly unlikely to be fixed. a real shame glad i only paid £20. Well, I'm normally not the one to write a
review, but for this game, I'll change my normal stance.

Bare in mind that the game still is in Early Access.

Pro
Just text, no pics.
It reminds (me) of those old C64-games. Damn I'm that old already
Easy to learn, hard to master
It comes with some nice 8-bit music.

Cons
See all of the above.

Hahaha!! No, really, you'll either, like me, love this game for just being the game it is. For giving that textbased adventure-/sim-
feeling of times long by. Or you'll just hate it and probably for those same reasons.. Enjoyable, relaxing escape game. I needed
some time away from intense games and this fit the bill.. this new update got me back into wildlife park 3 again. Awesome
game. Good layout of game. Shops, characters, dungeons etc. I hope they make Dark Quest 3.
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dont install it trust me it will make ur pc error. Let me list the reasons nobody likes this game:
1. technical issues- lighting is awful, collision? what's that?, hitboxes range from small to large with no consistency, fatal error
when going into demon mode, fatal error when loading within the last 20 minutes, fatal error on a fatal error (i♥♥♥♥♥♥you
not), and no amount of bug fixing can fix this.
2. weapons- slower than previous games, weaker than previous games, one new weapon in ONLY levels 5 and 6 (so you'll never
get to use it).
3. story- it's bad, voice "acting" is atrocious and Bill is a hitman that goes to hell because he kills people and must go through
and *zzzzzzz*
4. you can't win the tarot cards without cheating- because enemies will frequently not drop souls nor can you find all the gold
pieces cause they're out of the map.

Reasons to get this: never

if you do get this cause you hate yourself things that won't make you vomit: soundtrack is good (so youtube it), powermod for
this makes the game a bit better (pkcards so all cards and pkweapons so you can use the new gun through the whole game), and
the atmosphere is good.

overall: 2/10 one of the worst games i've ever played
with powermod: 4/10 still bad but at least playable.. Yeah so I'm a wuss (knew it before thought but this brings it forth nicely).
So can't really comment...

Few pros:

- So the atmosphere is great – there's something in not holding a weapon of any sort and not able to run fast that gives you the
creeps.
- Liked the inventory, more of that...
- Loved the lamp (seriously ♥♥♥♥ing loved the lamp).

Maybe with friend holding your hand while you're in the dungeon... Or drunk, maybe I'll try drunk next time.. If you're looking
at this game and thinking if it will be any good, you should first think of how bad it could be for a dollar
If you're looking for an answer to that question, not at all!

This little game doesn't have big aspirations or big demandings, it doesn't try to be what it's not, it's just a classic humble retro
shoot-em up, and it does an amazing job at being that.
The mechanics are simple, the gameplay is fun and addictive, it has that retro element that makes you say "Screw it, i'll go at it
one more time" two minutes after ragequitting out of frustration.

If you ever played River Raid on an Atari and loved it, you'll surely love this one aswell
Challenging, fun, addictive, and hell, you can buy this after selling few trading cards.

Also, a small warning, after long sessions, personally, i had some issues with my vision, i saw stuff warping on my desk, me
being tired probably also contributed, there's also an option to desaturate the game.. This is a nice plane to fly, but there's no
doubt that it's meant for VFR. Yes, there are nav frequencies and com frequencies, but no, there's no ILS landing system that
I've found so far. Also, while the left door and window open and close just fine using their respective handles, the right window
doesn't open at all, and the right door and baggage hatch can only be opened\/closed by Shift-E 2 or Shift-E 3. I don't know if
this is a reflection of the real world airplane.

The cockpit is tidy without the usual yuckiness found in freeware offerings, I just don't like the white instrument surrounds, but
that's a personal taste thing. Someone has provided a dark surround for use with this aircraft that looks much better in my
opinion.

The engine starts very readily\u2014perhaps too readily, even when I don't use the primer. It's also no A2A plane, though I
expected as much from the price. Personally, I think it's worth the price I paid (50% off).

One wrinkle I struck with this plane doesn't refer to the plane itself, but rather the manual. The last page of the manual
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duplicates (roughly) the previous page, with the only difference being a note that the aircraft is fictional and for simulation
purposes only. I think some content got missed off, and I'd love to see this corrected some time in the near future. The content
certainly doesn't reflect the depth of the information available in the original Pilot's Operating Handbook,
it's\u2014barely\u2014enough to get you off the ground and back down again.

(Edited to update information). worth ' w ')b. You can buy the subscription only once this way. Lame.... A very excellent port of
the 3DS remake minus the 3D effects. Pity that this port also didn't bundle in the Genesis\/Mega Drive or GBA versions. Would
have made a nice compilation for die hard fans of this game like moi. This is one of the best Shmups for the Genesis\/3DS..
Aside from "MISSING TEXT KEY enUS" in Mahmoud chapter (only play this far atm, idk about next chapter as well) this
game is great, hilarious, and as usual... there are some trick and lines that i can apply it outside (╭☞ ͡° ͜ʖ ͡° )╭☞. Hope you gonna
fix it soon team dev :)
EDIT 1 : "MISSING TEXT KEY enUS" is fixed. Thanks for fast response !
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